We study the wireless scheduling problem in the SINR model. More specifically, given a set of n links, each a sender-receiver pair, we wish to partition (or schedule) the links into the minimum number of slots, each satisfying interference constraints allowing simultaneous transmission. In the basic problem, all senders transmit with the same uniform power. We analyze a randomized distributed scheduling algorithm proposed by Kesselheim and Vöcking, and show that it achieves O(log n)-approximation, an improvement of a logarithmic factor. This matches the best ratio known for centralized algorithms and holds in arbitrary metric space and for every length-monotone and sublinear power assignment. We also show that every distributed algorithm uses Ω(log n) slots to schedule certain instances that require only two slots, which implies that the best possible absolute performance guarantee is logarithmic.
In a wireless network, simultaneous transmissions on the same channel interfere with each other. Algorithmic questions for wireless networks depend crucially on the model of interference considered. In this work, we use the physical, a.k.a. SINR, model of interference, defined in Sect. 2. It is known to capture reality more faithfully than the graph-based models most common in the theory literature, as shown theoretically as well as experimentally [21, 23] . Early work on scheduling in the SINR model focused on heuristics and/or non-algorithmic average-case analysis (e.g. [11] ). In seminal work, Moscibroda and Wattenhofer [22] proposed the problem of scheduling an arbitrary set of links. Numerous works on various problems in the SINR setting have appeared since.
The scheduling problem has primarily been studied in a centralized setting. In many realistic scenarios, however, it is imperative that a distributed solution be found, since a centralized controller may not exist, and individual nodes in the link may not be aware of the overall topology of the network. For the scheduling problem, the only rigorous result previously known is due to Kesselheim and Vöcking [20] , who show that a simple and natural distributed algorithm provides an O(log 2 n)-approximation.
In this work, we adopt the algorithm of Kesselheim and Vöcking, but provide an improved analysis of an O(log n)-approximation. This matches the best upper bound known for centralized algorithms. Moreover, we show this to be best possible for distributed algorithms that use no external communication infrastructure.
Preliminaries and contributions
Given is a set L = {l 1 Let P v denote the power assigned to link l v , or, in other words, s v transmits with power P v . We adopt the SINR model (a.k.a., physical model) of interference, in which a node r v successfully receives a message from a sender s v if and only if the following condition holds:
where N ≥ 0 is a universal constant denoting the ambient noise, α > 0 denotes the path loss exponent, β > 0 denotes the minimum SINR (signal-to-interference-noiseratio) required for a message to be successfully received, and S is the set of concurrently scheduled links in the same slot.We say that S is SINR-feasible (or simply feasible) if (1) is satisfied for each link in S.
A power assignment P is length-monotone if P v ≥ P w whenever v ≥ w and sub-linear if whenever v ≥ w [20] . Two widely used power assignments in this class are the uniform power assignment, where every link transmits with the same power; and the linear power assignment, where P v is proportional to α v . A third one, mean power [6, 12] , has also proved to be versatile.
Given a set of links L, the scheduling problem is to find a partition of L of minimum size such that each subset in the partition is feasible. The size of the partition equals the minimum number of (time or frequency) slots required to schedule all links. We will call this number the scheduling number of L, and denote it by χ(L) (or χ when clear from context).
Distributed algorithms.
A communication infrastructure for running distributed algorithms is generally assumed to exist in traditional distributed settings. The current setting, which abstracts the MAC layer in networks, is different, as the goal actually is to construct such an infrastructure. Thus, our algorithm will work with very little global knowledge and minimal external input.
Communication is only available over the channel. Algorithms operate in synchronous rounds with the senders either transmitting or listening in each round. When transmission is successful, the sender stops transmitting. This necessitates an acknowledgment from the receiver, so that the sender knows when his message has been heard. These acknowledgments are sent over the same channel as the message; thus, there are no side-channels for control messages.
We assume that nodes have a rough estimate of the network size n and (senders of) links are assigned a fixed lengthmonotone, sublinear power function. The power assignment indirectly requires each link to know its length as well as the values of the path loss constant α and the technological parameters β and N . No information of locations is needed.
We note that the assumptions are particularly minimal when using uniform power. The algorithm then needs no knowledge of distances, the path loss constant α, nor the technological parameters β and N . Only the polynomial bound on the number n of nodes is needed.
Affectance. We will use the notion of affectance, introduced in [9, 17] and refined in [20] to the thresholded form used here. The affectance a P w (v) on link l v from another link l w , with a given power assignment P, is the interference of l w on l v relative to the power received, or
where
depends only on model constants and on the length of l v .
We will drop P and assume it to be an arbitrary lengthmonotone sub-linear power strategy, unless otherwise stated. Let a v (v) = 0. For a set S of links and a link l v , let a S (v) = l w ∈S a w (v), referred to as in-affectance, and
whenever |S| > 2.
Related work
In the centralized setting, scheduling results have closely followed results on the related capacity problem, where one wants to find the maximum subset of L that can be transmitted in a single slot). Goussevskaia et al. [10] showed the problem to be NP-hard for the case of uniform power on the plane and gave O(log Δ)-approximation result (on the plane), where Δ denotes the ratio between the maximum and minimum length of a link. Same bound was shown by Andrews and Dinitz [1] but in comparison with optimum that is allowed to choose arbitrary power. Constant factor approximation was obtained for uniform power, also on the plane, by Goussevskaia et al. [9] , which was generalized to all length-monotone, sublinear power assignments and arbitrary metrics space by Halldórsson and Mitra [14] . Kesselheim [18] gave a constant-factor approximation for the joint problem of selecting links and assigning them feasible power (see also earlier work of Chafekar et al. [4] ).
All the results lead to equivalent bounds for the centralized scheduling problem with O(log n)-factor overhead. In par-ticular, O(log n)-approximation holds for scheduling with length-monotone, sublinear power [14] and with arbitrary power control [18] . Also, the problem remains NP-hard [10] . For the results in terms of Δ on the plane [1, 10] , this overhead can be avoided (see, e.g., [12] ). Scheduling with arbitrary power control can also be approximated within a factor of O(log n log log Δ) when the algorithm uses mean power. For linear power on the plane, an algorithm using O(χ + log 2 n) slots for instances with optimal schedule length χ was given by Fanghänel et al. [7] ; this can be improved to a constant factor [26] . A bi-directional version was studied by Fanghänel et al. [6] and further treated in [12, 14] , and the joint multi-hop scheduling and routing was treated by Chafekar et al. [4] .
In the distributed setting, the capacity problem was treated with no-regret learning, first by Dinitz [5] , and later resulting in a O(1)-approximation algorithm for uniform power of Ásgeirsson and Mitra [2] . However, these game-theoretic algorithms take time polynomial in n to converge, and thus can be viewed more appropriately as determining capacity instead of realizing it in "real time".
For distributed scheduling, the only work that we are aware of is the groundbreaking paper of Kesselheim and Vöcking [20] , who give a distributed O(log 2 n)-approximation algorithm for the scheduling problem with fixed lengthmonotone and sublinear power assignment. Our results constitute a Ω(log n)-factor improvement. Kesselheim and Vöcking also extend their results to multi-hop scheduling, with the same approximation factor, for which our improvements do not apply, and to routing, with an extra logarithmic factor.
A versatile measure introduced in [20] is the maximum average affectance A of a link set L, defined as
They then show two results that combined yield the O(log 2 n)-approximation factor. On the one hand, they show that
On the other hand, they present a natural algorithm (which we also use in this work) that schedules links in O(A(L) log n) slots. We show that both of these bounds are tight. Thus, it is not possible to obtain improved approximation using the measure A.
Following the original publication of this work, the results have been applied to distributed connectivity and aggregation [3, 15] . A different approach for distributed capacity was proposed by Pei and Kumar [24] , with complexity that is a function of the link lengths. In a recent follow-up work, Halldórsson et al. [13] have shown that A(L) = O(χ ) for all sublinear, length-monotone power assignments other than uniform power. As in [20] , our upper bound results hold in arbitrary distance metrics (and do not require the common assumption that α > 2). We also show that the results hold independent of the ambient noise term N , extending [20] . The lower bound result necessarily holds independent of power assignment strategy and for all positive values of the technical constants α, β and N .
One of our main technical insights is to devise a different measure that involves median rather than average affectance.
where A(R) = {a R (l) : l ∈ R} is the multi-set of inaffectance values of links in the subset R, and median(X ) denotes the median of a multi-set X . Since we only insist that half of the given subset R of links have affectance bounded by Λ, the value of Λ may be much smaller than A. Indeed, we show that Λ = O(χ ) and that the algorithm schedules all links in time O(Λ log n), achieving the claimed approximation factor.
The other main technical contribution of the paper is the introduction of the concept of anti-feasibility. A set S of links is anti-feasible 1 if a v (S) ≤ 2, for every l v in S; i.e., if the outgoing affectance from each link is small. A set is bi-feasible if it is both feasible and anti-feasible. We observe in this paper that every feasible set contains a large bi-feasible set and that certain analyses are easier on bi-feasible sets. This has proved useful in later works, e.g., in giving simplified analysis of capacity approximation algorithms [16, 19] .
In the next section, we give the improved analysis of a O(log n)-factor for distributed scheduling, via the measure Λ; the treatment of acknowledgments is given in Subsect. 3.2. We show in Sect. 4 that this logarithmic factor is best possible, and give a construction in Sect. 5 that shows that this result cannot be obtained in terms of the measure A.
O(log n)-Approximate distributed scheduling algorithm
The algorithm from [20] , listed below as Distributed, is a natural backoff scheme, in the tradition of ALOHA [25] . It is run synchronously, but independently, on each sender of a link. The algorithm, and all the results in this section, work for an arbitrary fixed sublinear length-monotone power assignment.
transmit with i.i.d. probability q 6:
if successful (and acknowledged) then 7: halt 8:
end if 9: end for 10:
The algorithm is mostly self-descriptive. The constant c 1 is to be chosen to satisfy the high probability bound desired. One point to note is that Line 6 necessitates some sort of acknowledgment mechanism for the distributed algorithm to stop. For simplicity, we will defer the issue of acknowledgments to Sect. 3.2 and simply assume their existence for now. Theorem 3 below implies our main positive result. Let Λ = Λ(L).
Theorem 3 If all links of a set L of n links run Distributed, then L is fully scheduled in O(Λ log n) slots, with high probability.
Intuitively, when the probability q is set right, a large fraction of the links transmit successfully, in expectation. This is argued in Lemma 1. What remains are then more pedestrian tasks of showing that the large expectation results in good concentration and that the search for the right value of q is not too expensive. 
Lemma 1 Consider a subset R ⊆ L of links and a particular time slot t in which each
Thus, it suffices then to show that at least q|M|/2 transmissions in slot t are successful in expectation.
Intuitively, the success probability of a link is proportional to its in-affectance. The links in M are the ones with low inaffectance, so as long as the transmission probability q is less than 1/(2Λ), they will succeed with probability 1/2 if transmitting.
For l u ∈ R, let T u = T u (t) be the indicator random variable that link l u transmits, and let S u = S u (t) be the indicator random variable that l u succeeds. We shall make use of a few elementary facts about probabilities. For a (Bernoulli) indicator random variable X , E(X ) = Pr(X ). For random variables X 1 , X 2 , . . ., it holds by the linearity of expectation that i E(X i ) = E i X i . And, for a random variable X that assumes non-negative values, P(X ≥ 1) ≤ E(X ).
Armed with these facts, we can now bound the probability that a transmitting link l u ∈ M is unsuccessful:
where the first equality uses (3), the second one uses the linearity of expectation, and the last inequality uses the definition of M and that l u ∈ M.
Thus, when q ≤
which allows us to bound the probability of link l u transmitting in the time slot by
The expected number of successful links in the time slot is then at least
using (4) and (5). This implies the lemma.
Proof (of Theorem 3)
Given Lemma 1, the theorem follows essentially from the arguments in Theorems 2 and 3 of [20] . Letq = 2 −(1+ lg Λ ) , i.e., the unique power of two satisfying
We first bound the probability that not all links are scheduled during the iteration of the outer loop when q in Line 1 equalsq.
Lett be the first time slot where q ≤q. Let n t be the random variable indicating the number of links that did not successfully transmit in the first t time slots.
Lemma 1 implies that for any given value s and time slot t ≥t,
and thus
Noting that n 0 = n, this yields that
Now, after t :=t + 4c 1 ln n q time slots, the expected number of requests remaining is
By Markov's inequality,
Thus, with high probability all the links are scheduled while q ≥q. Finally, to bound the total running time of the algorithm, we sum up the spent for values of q smaller thanq, bounding t 0 . This is a geometric series given by
establishing the time complexity.
Bounding the measure
We need the following lemma to get a handle on affectances. Recall that we assumed that the implicit power assignment is length-monotone and sublinear.
Lemma 2 (Lemma 7, [20]) Let L be a feasible set and l u
We now prove the following complementary result. It can be contrasted with Lemma 9 of [20] , which without the antifeasibility condition can only give a v (L) = O(log n). The second part of the lemma essentially follows Lemma 11 of [2] (which had the unnecessary assumption that L is feasible).
We first need the following result.
Lemma 4 Let L be an anti-feasible set with length-monotone and sublinear power and let l
Proof We first use a variation of the signal strengthening technique of [17] , given as Theorem 7 in the Appendix. This allows us to decompose the set L into 4 · 3 α 2 sets, where each set S satisfies a w (S) ≤ 1 3 α , for all l w ∈ S. We shall prove the claim for S; the claim will then hold for L by summing over the 4 · 3 α 2 sets.
Let
First, suppose for the sake of contradiction that there is a link
Also, by the definition of l u ,
and
Thus, by the triangular inequality and bounds (8) and (6),
and similarly by bound (7) and the supposition,
On the other hand, by the triangular inequality, bound (6) and the supposition,
Applying the triangular inequality and bounds (11), (9) and (10), we get that
which contradicts Lemma 3 (given the strong feasibility property of S). Thus, our supposition must be false; namely, for all links l x in S, l x = l w , it holds that
Let l x be a link in S, l x = l w . We have that
We observe that P v ≤ P u holds by length-monotonicity. Also, note that since the maximum affectance between links in S is . Thus, using (13) and that P v ≤ P u ,
Finally, summing over all links in S,
using the definition of affectance (2), (14), and anti-feasibility, respectively. The lemma follows.
We can now derive the needed bound on the measure.
Theorem 4 Let L be a set of links. Then, Λ(L) = O(χ (L)).
Proof Let χ = χ(L) and let R be an arbitrary subset R ⊆ L.
To prove the theorem, it suffices to show that at least half of the links in R have in-affectance at most O(χ (L)). Consider a partition of R into χ feasible subsets S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S χ , and define
We observe that R contains at least two thirds of the links in R.
Claim
Proof Let i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , χ}. Since S i is feasible, it follows from (3) that
We next bound affectances from R to R . Let c 2 (c 3 ) be the constant implicit in the big-oh notation in Lemma 2 (Lemma 4), respectively.
Claim a R (R )
Proof We first observe that for every i, j,
using Lemma 2 and rearrangement in the first inequality, and Lemma 4 in the second. Summing up over the feasible sets in R and R , we have that
establishing the claim.
We continue with the proof of the theorem. From the claim, it follows that the average in-affectance a R (l ) over the links l ∈ R is at most
applying (15) . By Markov's inequality, at least three fourths of the links in R have in-affectance from R at most four times the average, μ. It follows that
applying (15) in the second inequality. That is, at least half of the links in R have in-affectance at most 4μ. Hence, the median in-affectance of links in R is bounded above by 4μ:
Since this holds for every given R, the theorem follows.
Acknowledgments
In the preceding exposition, we ignored the issue of sending acknowledgments from receivers to senders. We can treat acknowledgments in a fashion similar to Kesselheim and Vöcking [20] . We outline their approach briefly, but direct the reader to their paper for the details. A special slot for acknowledgments is inserted between the time slots used by Algorithm 1. A node that successfully received a packet will transmit an acknowledgment with probability p = 1/8. The power P * v used for the acknowledgment on link l v is chosen to be proportional to P * v ∼ α /P v (using the right scaling factor).Kesselheim and Vöcking show that at least half of these acknowledgments are successful in expectation. That implies that we can modify Lemma 1 to claim that the expected number of successfully acknowledged transmissions is at least p · q|R|/4 = q|R|/32, losing only a constant factor. The rest of the arguments are then identical.
The only catch is the assumption in [20] that there are no weak links in the instance; a link l v is said to be weak iff c v > Cβ, for an appropriately chosen constant C (whose value affects the choice of p). We show here how to extend the approach to deal with weak links. For simplicity of exposition, we illustrate it for the case of uniform power and assume that weak links satisfy c v > 3 max(β, 1). For non-uniform power assignment, we can obtain the same bounds up to constant factors by showing that the power used by any two weak links differ by at most a constant factor since their lengths differ by at most a constant factor.
The original transmissions, using Algorithm 1, are unchanged, but we allocate a separate time slot for the acknowledgments of weak links. Each receiver of a successfully transmitting weak link sends an acknowledgment in that time slot with probability p (to be chosen).
The key observation in the following lemma is that weak links must be spatially well-separated. This implies that differences between the positions of the sender and receiver of a link are minor, allowing us to relate the success probability for an acknowledgment in terms of the observed success of the original transmission. Proof Let l u be any other weak link that successfully transmitted at time t. Since both were successful,
Lemma 5
Thus, from (17) and the assumption that c v ≥ 3, we get that
By the triangular inequality, d uv ≤ d vu + u + v , which by (18) implies that
Some algebra and the inequality e x − 1 ≥ x (for any value x) gives that
Combining the two displayed formulas above gives that 
Let S be the set of weak links that successfully transmitted in slot t and let S * be the set of the corresponding dual links. Let T * u be the indicator random variable that the dual link l * v transmits an acknowledgment, and recall that P(T * u ) = p . The in-affectance of a dual link l * v due to other acknowledgment transmissions is a random variable X v given by
A transmitting dual link l * v is successful iff X v ≤ 1. The expected in-affectance of a link l * v that transmits an acknowledgment is bounded by
by the linearity of expectation, the expectation of Bernoulli variables, (20) , and the one-to-one correspondence between links in S and S * . Applying the assumed upper bound on p to (21), we find that
by the feasibility of S. By Markov's inequality, the probability that a link receives less than twice the expected inaffectance is at least 1/2, i.e., a dual link that does attempt to transmit an acknowledgment has at least 50% chance of success. Namely,
Acknowledgment is received by a sender if: a) the receiver attempts to send it (T * v = 1), and b) the affectance is low enough for success (X v < 1). The probability of the receipt of acknowledgment is then
using the independence of transmissions across links. Hence, the lemma.
Ω(log n)-Factor lower bound for distributed scheduling
In this section, we prove Theorem 2. Namely, we construct a set of 2n unit length links on the line that can be scheduled in two slots while no distributed algorithm can schedule the set in less than Ω(log n) slots. We assume that all senders start at the same time in the same state and use the same (randomized) algorithm. Note that the algorithm in Sect. 3 operates under these assumptions. We allow N , α, and β to be arbitrary positive values. Let P max denote the maximum power, which we assume without loss of generality suffices comfortably to transmit a message a unit distance, i.e., that
We start with a gadget F with two identical links of length 1, in a yin-yang position, i.e., with the sender of one link in the same position as the receiver of the other. In case we are uncomfortable having nodes share the exact same position, it suffices that the nodes be separated by at most (P max /(β P min )) 1/α , when there is a lower bound P min on the power that can be used.
The gadget construction ensures that a transmission on a link is successful only if the other link in the gadget does not transmit. This holds independent of the power used on these links. Also, the bound (22) ensures that for every link l v ,
The combined construction consists of n such gadgets F i , i = 1, 2, . . . n, placed on the line as follows. Define
The sender of one link and the receiver of the other link in F i are placed at point i(z + 1) and the other two nodes of F i are placed at i(z + 1) + 1. This completes the construction.
Claim When using uniform power (P max ), the affectance from links of other gadgets is negligible.
To see this, consider a link l u in some gadget F i and let l v be a link in a different gadget. The distance between the links is at least d vu ≥ z. By (23) and (24),
There are 2n −2 links in other gadgets, i.e., inF i := ∪ j =i F j . Therefore,
as claimed. Thus, the behavior of links in other gadgets is immaterial to the success of a link. This also implies that the scheduling number of this set of links is 2. Note that since the construction uses equi-length links, the only possible oblivious power assignment is the uniform one.
We also observe that nodes cannot glean any information from other gadgets (even if it is hard to see how that information could be used).
Claim Links cannot receive transmissions from other gadgets.
Proof Consider links l u and l v in different gadgets. Since the distance between the links is at least z, and l u can transmit with power at most P max , the signal-to-noise-ratio of the transmission from l u at the receiver r v of l v (even in the absence of interference) is at most
Hence, by (24) , r v cannot decode transmissions from l u .
To prove the lower bound, we first argue that the two links in a given gadget must transmit with the same probability in each round (until one is successful). We say that gadget F i is active at time t if neither link of F i has succeeded by time t − 1, and denote the event by A i (t). Let T u (t) denote the indicator random variable that link l u transmits at time t. Proof Let l u and l v be the links in gadget F i . Let T u = T u (t) and T v = T v (t), for short. By symmetry, the distributions of T u and T v are identical, thus we need only to prove their independence.
The history of a link at time t is the binary vector of previous transmission attempts. If F i was active at time t, then by our previous observation the history vectors of the two links in the gadgets are identical.
We can model the randomness used by the algorithms as an i.i.d. random choice over a set F of functions. Each f ∈ F is a function that takes a history of past transmissions and receptions over previous slots, and returns a binary transmission decision. Note that if A i (t) occurs then the histories of l u and l v over the previous t − 1 slots are identical. The different histories that can result in A i (t) occurring are disjoint; thus, it is enough to prove independence for a fixed history H . Let f u and f v denote the functions chosen by l u and l v , and allow them also to represent the event that they get chosen. Once again, by symmetry, there is some F ⊆ F such that H happens iff f u ∈ F and f v ∈ F . We will use the Iverson bracket [X ] to denote the value 1 if X is true and 0 otherwise.
Then, for fixed Boolean outcomes a and b,
thereby proving independence. We have used that P( f u f v ) = P( f u )P( f v ) in the second equality, which follows from the fact that f u and f v are chosen a priori and independently.
We now show that it takes logarithmic rounds, in expectation, for all n gadgets to finish. Intuitively, the best option for each link is to transmit with probability 1/2, and thus at most half of the active gadgets become inactive in any given round, requiring lg n rounds for all gadgets to become inactive.
Theorem 5 Let Z n be a random variable whose value is the smallest time t at which none of the gadgets are active. Then,
Proof Consider gadget F i . By Lemma 6, both links in the gadgets use the same transmission probability while the gadget is active. Let p t denote that transmission probability at time t. Then,
which is minimized for p t = 1 2 . Thus,
Note that P(A i (0)) = 1 and for every t > 0,
by (25) . In particular, for t ≤ t 0 := lg n ,
Let Q t = ∩ i A i (t ) be the event that none of the n gadgets are active at time t . Since events of different gadgets are independent, it holds for every t ≤ t 0 , using (26) , that
Then, by definition of expectation,
Note that bounding E(Z n ) suffices to lower bound the expected time before all links successfully transmit, since by definition a link cannot succeed as long as the corresponding gadget is active.
Tight bound on analysis via A
We achieved a O(log n)-approximation by avoiding the measure A in our analysis. In contrast, the O(log 2 n) bound in [20] is achieved by proving two separate bounds involving A: first ALG = O(A log n), and second A = O(χ log n), where ALG is the expected time taken by the algorithm. The tightness of the bound on ALG under any oblivious power assignment follows from Sect. 4, as it is easy to verify that A = Θ(1) in that construction. We give a construction below for which the second bound is tight. Thus, going through A is not sufficient to obtain improved bounds, and different analysis is required.
Our construction uses uniform power. This is necessary, since for other oblivious power assignments A = O(χ ), by the recent results of [13] . We shall assume for the rest of this section, for simplicity, that N = 0 and β = 1, but note that these assumption are not essential. We make no restriction on α beyond it being positive.
Theorem 6 For every numbern and every number t, there is a setL ofn links with χ(L) = Θ(t) and A(L)
This lemma shows, perhaps surprisingly, that there can be a huge difference between the in-affectance and the outaffectance of a link in a feasible set, thereby illustrating the need for the bi-feasibility concept. 
To show feasibility, we first bound distances between links by:
and for m > 0,
We then bound the in-affectance of each link by
Thus, when c ≥ 1+ 3 1 +
We now turn to proving Theorem 6. We construct the set L that satisfies the claim of the theorem. Let L be the set feasible under uniform power and the link l 0 = (s 0 , r 0 ) ∈ L with a L (l 0 ) = Ω(log n), promised by Lemma 7.
Let S be an arbitrary set of n links located on the real line that is feasible under uniform power. For instance, we can take S = L. Let U be the largest coordinate of a node in S and assume without loss of generality that all coordinates are non-negative and U ≥ 1; thus, all nodes of links in S are contained in [0, U ]. For instance, when S = L, then U = (c · n 1/α + 1)2 n .
We now form the set L obtained from L by scaling all node positions (and therefore distances) by factor U . Then, link i in L has length 2 i U and has sender at position c · i 1/α · 2 i U . As N = 0, scaling does not change affectances, since the scaling factor cancels out. Thus, in particular, the properties of Lemma 7 apply also to L .
Let L 1 denote the union of t isometric copies of S with links in the same position as S. Similarly, let L 2 denote the union of t isometric copies of L . Finally, we form the combined instanceL = L 1 ∪ L 2 with a total ofn = 2tn links.
Observe that all links in L (and therefore also those in L 2 ) are located between the sender and receiver of link 0 in L ; therefore, they are between s 0 and all the receivers in L (and those in L 1 ). Thus, for every l v ∈ L and l i ∈ L 1 , it holds that d vi > d 0i , which implies that the affectance of l v on L is at least
since we use uniform power and by Lemma 7. Thus, summing over all tn links in L 2 ,
On the other hand, the setL clearly has a scheduling number at most 2t, as it is formed by 2t feasible sets. Hence, the theorem.
Conclusions
We have given a distributed scheduling algorithm that is O(log n)-approximate in the scheduling model, and shown this factor cannot be improved in general. Our lower bound construction, however, applies only to instances with small scheduling number. A similar randomized scheduling algorithm was shown by Fanghänel et al. [7] to yield an asymptotic constant-factor approximation for the case of linear power assignment. One key difference is that in the case of linear power, all links have low affectance (O(χ )), while for general sublinear lengthmonotone power assignments this only holds on average.
It remains an important and intriguing open question whether a better asymptotic approximation ratio can be obtained.
Affectance reduction
The following is given (with minor modification) in [8, Proof We first partition S into a sequence T 1 , T 2 , . . . of sets as follows. Order the links in S in decreasing order. For each link l v , assign l v to the first set T j for which a v (T j ) ≤ p/2, i.e. the accumulated affectance of l v on the previous, longer links in T j is at most p/2. Since each link l v originally had out-affectance at most 2, then by the additivity of affectance, the number of sets used is at most In each final slot (set), the affectance of a link on the shorter links in the same slot is at most p/2. In total, then, the out-affectance of each link is at most 2 · p/2 = p.
